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Executive Summary 

 
 Auburn Career Center (Auburn) is a career and technical high school serving approximately 750 
11th and 12th grade students from 11 districts in Geauga and Lake Counties in Ohio. Auburn also offers a 
wide variety of adult educational programs. 
 The mission statement of Auburn seeks to assure that all students empower themselves, excel in 
the emerging workplace, and enrich their community. Each day the school works at preparing every 
student for success in future endeavors through the use of the 21st century learning skills. By providing 
state-of-the-art equipment and certified trainers, the school’s modern facilities allow students to maximize 
their training.  
 The school day consists of eight 42 minute periods, running from 8:05 am to 2:30 pm. Juniors are 
in attendance from 8:05 am to 10:50 am and seniors are in attendance from 10:50 am to 2:30 pm. 
Academic course offerings are limited, as the majority of the students take these courses in their home 
school. Students do have the option of taking online blended English courses at Auburn or taking 
traditional English classes at their home school. All students are expected to enroll in student 
organizations, and more than one third of the Auburn students participate in competition events at 
regional, state, or national levels. 
 The school culture is student-focused and extremely positive, creating very strong relationships 
between the students and their teachers. The school continues to evolve in order to address the growing 
needs and diversity of the student population. Changes in recent years have been abundant at the school; 
among these are:  
 
• a Basic and Honors Auburn Certificate  
• an Individual Academic and Career Plan 
• national industrial certification opportunities  
• an increase in postsecondary education credit articulations. 
 
 Senior exit survey data shows that 34% go on to a four-year college, 28.2% go to a two-year 
college, and 23% continue their education at apprenticeships and technical training. A significant portion 
of the seniors have earned from four to 18 college credits. 

 
1. School Culture 

 
 At Auburn, relationships with students characterized by dignity and respect are critical for student 
success. Auburn stresses the following values in the school and in the community where these students 
live. 
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• People are personally responsible for their choices and actions. 
• Treating people with dignity and respect will enhance learning. 
• Attitude and goals drive achievement. 
• All people can learn. 
• All people can make positive contributions. 
• Change is exciting and essential for growth. 
 
 To monitor these values Auburn has utilized data from the last three years of the My Voice survey 
from the Quaglia Institute. Listening to the concerns of students is very important to the teachers and 
administrators at Auburn. Each semester, students are asked to provide feedback on their experience with 
the instructor and their learning of the content of the course. Data gained from these two surveys is shared 
with each teacher. In addition, the school’s Career Resources department administers Vocational 
Evaluation Student Feedback and Parent Feedback questionnaires. The data is summarized, and the 
results are shared with the Advisory Group for recommendations for improvement. 
 Career and technical education programs are dependent on local business partners to keep them 
focused on business activities within the career field. Representatives of local businesses advise Auburn 
on curriculum, equipment needs, business processes, soft skills, and technology integral to the field. 
Advisory Committee members provide career shadowing experiences and internships. At times, these 
individuals may be guest speakers in the classroom or individual business mentors for the students. 
Another example of how Advisory Committees influence curriculum is their input for rigorous and 
relevant problem-based learning units. These may become the topics of capstone projects. 
 In 2007, Auburn Career Center pursued accreditation by the Commission on Accreditation of 
Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF). As a recommendation of CARF, Auburn will provide annual 
competency based training to all staff. Additionally, Auburn will provide initial and annual competency 
training in the identification of critical incidents to new and returning staff members. Self-inspections are 
conducted quarterly in automotive, electrical, culinary, medical, and maintenance programs. 
 Evidence of commitment to a rigorous and relevant curriculum is found in Auburn’s core value 
which states that “all people can learn.” The curriculum is diverse, offering a broad range of career, 
technical, and college tech prep programs. Another document that is evidence of Auburn’s commitment is 
the Learning Criteria statement, a tool developed by the International Center for Leadership in Education. 
Auburn incorporated the Learning Criteria to Support 21st Century Learners into its Strategic School 
Wide Plan.  
 

2. Core Academic Learning 
 
 Academic courses offered at Auburn Career Center include language arts, available for all 
students, and mathematics and science courses for tech prep students. Language arts are delivered in an 
online learning content management system called Blackboard. In addition, teachers meet with students 
individually to answer questions, review assignments, check on missing work, and provide motivation. 
This learning system requires students to grow in personal work skills such as time management, self 
discipline, asking questions, writing, and technology. Grade 11 focuses on American Literature with 
several lessons incorporating examples from their career programs for writing exercises. Grade 12 
surveys British Literature, resumes, autobiographical essays, and technical writing assignments. 
 Math courses include Algebra II, pre-Calculus and Calculus. Students who want to take the AP 
Calculus test are encouraged to enroll for this opportunity at their associate school. Science courses at 
Auburn focus on physics and chemistry for both 11th and 12th grade students. 
 The school curriculum allows students to blend their academic courses with their career tech 
programs through cross-instruction, team teaching, and integration of content. At the present time the 
academic and tech teachers are taking the Collaborating Online for Rigor and Relevance (CORR) course 
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offered by the International Center in order to produce more integrated lessons in Quadrant D of the 
Rigor/Relevance Framework™. 
 

3. Stretch Learning 
 
 At Auburn Career Center each program has limited enrollment. Technical prep classes have a 
maximum of 20 students, while other CTE programs have a maximum of 24. In these classes students are 
organized into sub groups to learn and apply the skills in each lesson. Individual students are coached by 
their instructor to master the procedure, practice the technique, and gain time efficiency and competency. 
All instruction is designed to match the student’s individual learning style. Support staff  assist students 
who experience difficulties. 
 All career and technical education programs at Auburn Career Center provide students with the 
opportunity to earn National Industry Based Stackable Certificates. Auburn’s students can earn 
articulated credit at local community colleges and Ohio universities. Additionally, Auburn’s 
Business Council works closely with the Superintendent to update programs with the latest innovations 
occurring within business and industry. 
 Auburn is in the process of moving toward a standards based report card that itemizes all of the 
competencies appropriate for the Career and Technical Education program. Each competency has been 
reviewed by a State of Ohio Business Advisory Board and postsecondary education partners, as well as 
teams of career and technical education instructors within each career field. The purpose of these reviews 
is to determine a minimum level of competence for students to achieve before leaving grade 12, gaining 
an Associate’s degree, or assuming an entry level position in business or industry. These competencies 
are then used to grade students. 
 Data is being collected to record the number of students earning national credentials and 
articulated credit for postsecondary education. Beginning with fall, 2008, the standards based report card 
will provide data on how many students achieve competency ratings appropriate to grade 12, Associate’s 
degree, and industry rankings. Data can then be collected to benchmark raising expectations. 

 
4. Student Engagement 

 
 Students at Auburn are fully engaged with their learning from the very beginning. When students 
apply, vocational evaluation testing is available through the Career Resource Center. The testing provides 
indicators of career interests and skill strengths to help families choose the program most compatible with 
a student’s learning interest and strengths. Program plans are shared and reviewed with their career 
program instructor each semester. These conferences allow students and instructors to match learning 
goals with classroom performance and individual progress. From these conversations, modifications and 
unique learning experiences can be created. 

Students gain content instruction from their instructors, from reference tools, and from guest 
speakers. After a classroom session of up to 30 minutes a day, students then move to the lab to apply 
concepts through hands-on learning experiences. Utilizing the tools and materials appropriate for their 
career field, students work to create products that provide their instructors with assessment material to 
determine each student’s competency level. Student performance is assessed as at the introduced, 
mastered, or proficient level. Seniors create an exit portfolio which includes their summary competency 
profile, evidence of their projects, work samples, copies of national certifications earned, letters of 
recommendation, and their resume. Students within a CTE program stay together with the same instructor 
for two years. This scheduling maximizes the opportunity for forming a strong learning community and 
future networking possibilities. 
 The optimal learning situation for students is to apply content knowledge and skills to real world 
projects. This opportunity is afforded through business partners. Every CTE program is required to have 
an active Business Advisory Committee that meets twice a year to guide teachers with curriculum and to 
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brainstorm with students to identify real world problems to solve. In many cases, these business partners 
also provide students with opportunities for shadow days and internships. 
 Auburn has outlined strategies to foster stronger relationships through conferences associated 
with the student’s instructional program. Each program instructor is encouraged to help students with 
community service projects and participation in student organization competitions. Fundraising activities 
also promote a positive community spirit within a CTE program and add additional opportunities for 
building relationships between students and teachers. Auburn reaches out to the community with 
fundraising, food drives, blood mobile, senior wellness activities, involvement with Habitat for Humanity, 
and other team building service projects. All of these additional activities support the partnership needed 
for learning.  
 

5. Personal Skill Development 
 
 Auburn Career Center fully realizes that an educational institution should provide an environment 
where students can grow and develop, both as prosperous citizens and productive employees. Using the 
Six Key Elements of the 21st Century, defined by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills, Auburn aligns 
their program accordingly.  

At Auburn, students are prepared to be life long learners. Whether they advance to postsecondary 
education or immediately enter the work force, the message which is constantly reinforced to students is 
that change is exciting and essential for growth. Digital technology and communication tools are 
integrated into all CTE programs at Auburn. Students are provided with access and training for all of the 
Microsoft Office Suite capabilities as well as Internet search engines. These technology skills will serve 
students well in the future. One of the advantages of career and technical education is that lab experiences 
provide students with the opportunity to apply classroom theory to real world applications. In addition to 
labs, Auburn is working to provide students with more opportunities for individual or small group, project 
based learning.  

Auburn Career Center has identified within the core values a cultural framework to promote 
character development for students. The guiding principles of adaptability, compassion/kindness, 
contemplation, courage, honesty, initiative, loyalty, optimism, perseverance, respect, responsibility, and 
trustworthiness are fostered in student lives because of Auburn’s core values.  
 Many of these guiding principles are stressed in daily learning experiences and in all student 
organizations. Students have the opportunity to develop their altruism and establish good citizenship traits 
through involvement in activities that stretch their personal development and knowledge. 
 An exemplary program at Auburn is the Alternative Studies program. Students who have 
discipline issues are referred to Alternative Studies. This curriculum-based program provides students 
with assignments related to the specific reason for their referral to Alternative Studies. Students complete 
a goal statement with an action plan to specifically address the handling of their issue.  
 Students Against Destructive Decisions (SADD) is an organization that invites peer-to-peer 
influencing. This group sponsors activities to promote positive behaviors with regard to drinking, 
handling conflicts, anger management, and responsibility toward friends. Students in SADD are 
concerned with the physical and emotional health of their peers.  
 Recognizing students’ personal leadership skills underlies many programs at Auburn. One of 
these is the Student of the Month recognition. In another program, student ambassadors are selected by 
instructors to be spokespersons for their program and the school during sophomore visitation days, open 
houses, orientation programs, 8th grade tours, and visits from civic organizations. 
  

6. High-quality Curriculum and Instruction 
 
 Classroom practices at Auburn which have proven to have the greatest impact on student learning 
include: 
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• small group learning teams 
• lab experiences and application learning  
• real world projects 
• three hour block sessions (non-tech prep courses) 
• project based learning  
• online Career Safe OSHA certificate 
• internship opportunities 
• career shadow days 
• embedded academics within career and technical programming 
• student involvement in competitions that are aligned with program competencies 
• support services for all students in all career and technical programs. 

 
One of the advantages of CTE instruction is that it begins with the end in mind. To introduce a 

topic, the instructor usually begins by presenting the end result of what the lesson will accomplish and 
then will ask the students how they would approach accomplishing the task. Whether an activity in Auto 
Tech involving changing brakes or making a video in Interactive Media Technology, students are led by 
teachers to think as problem solvers. Questioning techniques, actual problem solving, and creating work 
products require students to seek information, apply information, and accurately complete tasks. This 
cycle of instruction escalates in terms of depth of content and complexity of skills required to complete 
tasks. 

Examples of interdisciplinary instruction can easily be found between related career programs 
when competencies overlap. For example, within the transportation cluster students can be scheduled for 
specific units and skill development among Auto Tech, Collision Repair, and Welding. In the 
Construction Engineering Technology program, students design a house to be built by the students in the 
Construction Technology program. 
 Auburn relies on the input of their business partners to keep teachers up-to-date with the latest 
innovations that need to be incorporated into the CTE curriculum. There is also great emphasis on having 
students prepared for the 21st century. In recent years the school built a new technology center which 
includes classrooms, meeting areas, work stations, and offices that replicate the work environment. 
 One example of innovation in the area of curriculum is Project Lead The Way (PLTW). This 
program has been created and funded by private companies to meet the need for engineers in America. 
Required courses for PLTW include Introduction to Engineering Design, Principles of Engineering, 
Digital Electronics, and Engineering Design and Development, which is a capstone project for students. 
In addition to the required courses, Auburn also includes Computer Integrated Manufacturing. Auburn 
provided a trained teacher to start the PLTW program in three associate high schools. By placing the 
course content in Blackboard (a web-based learning content management system) students in neighboring 
schools would have the same teacher and could discuss course content with one another in discussion 
board postings. 
 Another model program unique to Auburn grew out of a State of Ohio Replicable Models grant 
through the Lakeland Tech Prep Consortium. The goal of the grant was to provide students with the 
possibility of earning up to 30 postsecondary credits in their information technology major upon 
graduation from high school.  
 By collaborating with the International Center for Educational Leadership’s Successful Practices 
Network and taking the CORR course, teachers have begun to work in teams to create career and 
technical education lesson plans with embedded academics. Many teachers shared the content of the 
CORR course with their students. This collaboration builds a learning partnership between teachers and 
students. The Rigor/Relevance Framework is quickly becoming embedded in Auburn’s programs, 
particularly when the teacher has participated in the CORR course. 
 The content of the National Industry Credentials and the State of Ohio Career Program 
competencies provide students with an outline for real-world requirements. Students are encouraged to 
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obtain as many certifications relative to their field of study as possible. Auburn is currently creating a 
Competency Based Report Card for all career and technical education programs. These competency 
grading sheets will assist students in presenting their skills to employers. Along with industry credentials, 
employers will know the skill level of each student.  

Helping students understand career pathways within their chosen field and the educational 
preparation and certification required for each pathway provides them with a life long learning plan.  
  

7. Use of Data at Classroom and Building Levels 
 
 After attending the Model Schools Conference in 2005, the leadership team at Auburn began to 
create an action plan to use data to support a school improvement model. The administrative team 
explained to the faculty the necessity of collecting data and how the school was now going to use it as the 
driving force in creating school reform and improvement. Presentations were given on how to understand 
the data and how the data would be used in decision making; each teacher was provided with notebooks 
for data pertaining to their own program and performance. 
 The initial focus was on graphing the student retention rate between junior and senior year for 
each program for the previous three years. This data was collected, graphed, and put into an individual 
data notebook for each program teacher. With a team of Auburn staff members trained to be facilitators, a 
district meeting was planned to help faculty read the data, extract trends, and challenge the data, so that 
Auburn could learn from the process of using data to guide school improvement.  
 Next, the Auburn team of facilitators gathered input and conducted discussions about the last 
three years’ My Voice survey results. Teachers have been able to suggest other areas where data would be 
useful and could help provide insights into solving concerns.  
 This past January, the teachers received their Model Schools Data Notebooks, including the 
semester end-of-course survey results for the past three years, which became the topic of teacher-
supervisor conferences. Teachers were asked to talk about conspicuous favorable and unfavorable trends 
and what they learned from reviewing their data.  
 While analysis of this data will continue, new data reports will include teacher grades, the 
relationship of student attendance to grades, alternative studies reports, and summaries of referral offenses 
by program. Conferences will continue to be held between teachers and supervisors to review data, cite 
areas of commendation, set priorities for areas of improvement, review effectiveness of strategies 
implemented, and plan for continuous improvement.  
 The student support teachers were already collecting and using specific data to determine the 
effectiveness of intervention strategies used with each student. Data has helped these teachers become 
more efficient in their use of their time with each student and in measuring which strategies have proven 
to be more successful with each student. 
 During the 2007-08 academic year Auburn converted its information management system to 
Infinite Campus. One of the strengths of this system is the ability to extract data for individual teachers by 
program and by student. Employing this system will strengthen Auburn’s transition to making decisions 
based on data.  
 In terms of curriculum and instruction, Infinite Campus will allow Auburn to create a standards 
based report card built upon the competencies unique to each career and technical program. This report 
card system will provide students, parents, teachers, and program supervisors with information regarding 
student success and instructional strengths and weaknesses. 
 

8. Transitions 
 

 At Auburn, relationship building with students is essential. After potential students attend a 
presentation on the many programs available to them, they are invited to a shadow day at Auburn to meet 
instructors and interact with current students. An open house is then conducted in the evening so that 
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interested students and parents can investigate the programs and ask questions of the staff and 
administrators. 
 Once an application is received, Auburn’s enrollment specialists meet with the student. This 
interview is the beginning of a personal relationship with the student. Students are asked to identify their 
program, explain why it would be helpful to them, and relate this selection to future career choices. If 
students need additional help in discovering their career interests, they can begin their Individual 
Academic and Career Plan (IACP) through the Ohio Career Information System (OCIS) program. 

Since students attend Auburn for a half day, the focus is on easing this transition. Several 
activities and events are scheduled and hosted for students and parents, including orientation programs, 
individual student visits, and parent nights. 

Students applying to Auburn who have IEPs are scheduled automatically to have a vocational 
evaluation with follow up parent conferences to discuss the student’s career interest survey, their assessed 
gifts and talents, and the potential for success within a program aligned with the results of this evaluation.  

 
9. Leadership/Systems Approach 

 
 Auburn’s mission statement, which focuses on empowering others, has provided many 
collaborative leadership opportunities. According to the organizational chart, there is an Administrative 
Leadership team which plans the calendar of events, themes, initiative implementation, and coordination 
of the building. This team works with their own cluster groups, which hold business and model school 
initiative meetings twice a month, when collaborative projects are planned. 
 The Strategic Planning/Model Schools team consisting of administrators and teacher leaders 
meets to provide momentum and collaboration on implementing the learning criteria and measuring data. 
At these meetings, questions are formulated to challenge the improvement plan. Data is used, questions 
are resolved, and priorities are set. Then staff trained as facilitators are brought in to provide review and 
strategies for sharing this with the faculty. 
 The superintendent of Auburn has established strong positive relationships between the faculty 
and the administration. Information is shared openly and decisions that impact teaching and learning are 
consensus-built. It is apparent that Auburn’s success with students is based on teacher leadership. In the 
Auburn Leadership Institute, teachers are provided with comprehensive experiences that include 
acquisition of knowledge, personal reflection, interaction, and a culminating project. Topics include 
leadership styles and trends in career and technical schools; there are visits to successful career centers, 
national policy seminars, and workforce development conferences. The outcome of the institute is to 
encourage leadership in the classroom. Ultimately Auburn hopes to provide the tools needed to help 
teachers plan innovative lessons that will increase rigor and relevance for all students.  
  

10. Professional Learning Community 
 

Auburn has an unwavering commitment to professional development of faculty and staff. The 
financial investment in faculty and staff defines the high expectations for continuous improvement and 
student performance. Superintendent Schultz is committed to having all members of the district attend 
Model School conferences. Faculty members and staff are sent with administrators, who hold debriefing 
sessions about what they have learned. After the conference, the team continues to meet and pass on to 
the district staff the knowledge and the tools they have acquired. 

Auburn has organized the faculty into small learning community clusters of no more than 12 
individuals. This structure provides for input, sharing, knowledge exchange, and the incorporation of new 
knowledge. One meeting a month is dedicated to implementing parts of the learning criteria and analyzing 
what the data is saying. 
 Auburn has also begun to have small professional reading groups, using books selected by the 
administration to provoke discussion. At these meetings both faculty and administration work to create a 
reflective atmosphere and an environment that encourages rigorous dialogue and fact-based decisions. 
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 For their first three years at Auburn teachers are in a mentoring program. In 2007-08, the group 
worked through the International Center’s Instructional Strategies Teacher Handbook. The teachers 
teamed up, presented a demonstration of a particular instructional strategy, and then lead a critical 
discussion of the activity.   
  

11. Meeting the Needs of All Learners 
 
 Auburn’s mission statement is very clear when it references all students. Twenty-eight percent of 
the students have IEPs. These students are supported by all teachers and are fully integrated within the 
school’s programs of study. Students receive support for hands-on activities in the lab from a career and 
technical support specialist. The support specialist also provides assistance to special needs students in 
career classes. The job coach assists students directly when they are working on the job site. To assist 
teachers with the incorporation of appropriate accommodations and learning strategies for all students, the 
Student Support Services department provides the “Strategies for Success” program. This tool provides 
an easy reference and resource on how to implement strategies for academic improvement and addresses 
certain ineffective behaviors.   

Student Support Services helps all students be successful. Strategies include modeling or 
demonstrating to students how to do a task, pre-writing to help students organize and write assignments, 
one-on-one encouragement and coaching sessions, and study groups. Three student support teachers 
maintain records about strategies that have been successful, so that future assistance can be more 
effective. 

All coursework at Auburn is in the process of being posted in a system which will provide 
students with 24/7 access to content. The use of multi-media presentations appeals to a variety of learning 
styles. 
 Intervention systems in place at Auburn include the Higher Expectations Learning Plan, for 
academic support; the Intervention Assistance Team, for behaviors that warrant parental involvement; and 
the Alternative Study program, which assists students in analyzing and reducing inappropriate classroom 
behavior. Data from this program has shown a dramatic reduction in students repeating inappropriate 
behaviors. 

One significant area where Auburn recently reinvented itself to meet student needs was in the 
area of remediation for students who had not been successful in passing the Ohio Graduation Test. At the 
end of the 2006-07 school year, Auburn was able to provide remediation for four students attending one 
of the associate schools. The following year Auburn provided remediation for 78 students from five 
associate school districts. The results showed a 24% success rate in the October testing. With these 
favorable results being recognized by the surrounding schools, Auburn’s spring remediation efforts 
expanded to nine associate school districts.  
  

Lessons Learned 
 
 Auburn Career Center has always been a leader among technology schools both in Ohio and in 
the country, but in the last five years, with the assistance and knowledge that they have obtained from the 
International Center for Leadership in Education, the school has now begun a new way of thinking. 
Auburn re-wrote its strategic plan, incorporating the four components of the Learning Criteria. 
 The school sought new programs, curriculum, and strategies to support a complete system of 
change. Three years ago Auburn was chosen as one of 75 schools that was considered “promising.” The 
challenge was to move from “promising” to “proven” within a five year grant from the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation. The school is a little more than halfway through the five year grant and has been very 
diligent in fully utilizing all the resources and tools that SPN and the International Center offer.  
 The focus now is the need for data to drive instruction. Though this may be new to many of the 
teachers, and often places them in an uncomfortable situation, the school has methodically set upon a path 
to both fully empower and provide all necessary resources to all their teachers.  
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Auburn Career Center is clearly prepared to address the needs of the students and to participate 
actively in local, state, and national opportunities to improve. As Thomas Applegate, Executive Director 
of the National Council of Local Administrators and past National President of the Association of Career 
and Technical Educators, stated in his evaluation of Auburn, “One can say with great confidence that 
Auburn Career Center ranks as one of the top echelon of career and technical centers in the country.” 

 
Superintendent’s List of Three Greatest Strengths 

 
Superintendent Tom Schultz gave the following as his school’s three greatest strengths. 

 
1. The laser-like focus on mission and core values is the greatest strength of the Auburn Career 

Center. The district is committed to the development of the district’s strategic plan and the 
implementation of the goals and strategies for continuous improvement in student performance 
for all students. 

 
2. The empowerment of students and staff in the educational process has developed a shared 

commitment to teaching and learning. This has provided a solid foundation for relationships 
based on relevant learning experiences.   

 
3. Auburn has an unwavering commitment to professional development of faculty and staff. The 

financial investment in faculty and staff defines the high expectations for continuous 
improvement and student performance.   


